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Abstract: In situ tensile tests were carried out on notch axisymmetric samples of 

as-cast (α+β) Ti alloy to analyze evolution of void/micro-crack with the help of X-ray 

Synchrotron tomography. The results indicate that junctions or boundaries of α 

colonies could be the most vulnerable sites for voids nucleation. In addition, during 

the growth and coalescence procedure, ―ligaments‖ could be observed on the 

voids/micro-crack. A ―bypassing & fracture‖ propagating approach was proposed and 

validated to interpret the existence of ―ligaments‖. In the propagating procedure, due 

to lacking of hard precipitations, microstructure zone and other inserting colony could 

play a role as hard obstacle in the growing path. This could induce a ―bypassing & 

fracture‖ propagating approach for void coalescence and micro-crack growth. 
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1. Introduction 
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The Ti-6Al-4V(wt%, hereafter named TA6V) titanium alloys, which consists of 

HCP α phase and BCC β phase ,are widely used in modern industries, especially in 

advanced aerospace field because of their low density, high specific strength and 

excellent corrosion resistance [1-3]. As for TA6V casting components, because of 

relatively slow cooling rate from β phase field, only full lamellar structure could exist 

at ambient temperature. Therefore, in order to enhance the properties of the 

components, it is desirable to analyze the damage development in TA6V alloys with 

such a lamellar structure.  

Generally, the damage evolution for metals includes the nucleation, growth and 

coalescence of small internal voids. As early as 1960s, several models were proposed 

to describe the growth of voids [4,5]. Advanced damage models were then established 

to interpret the whole damage procedure[6,7]. Recently, the development of X-ray 

computed tomography technology (XCT) has facilitated the tracking of initiation and 

growth of the voids [8-10]. S. Singh et al. have proved that the discontinuous surface 

cracks are actually a continuous and tortuous crack with the help of 3D Synchrotron 

X-ray CT[8].By combining the results from XCT and finite element method (FEM), E. 

Maire et al. have analyzed ductile damage processing of dual phase steel[11-14], 

aluminum alloys[15-17] and titanium alloys[18-19]. In these papers, the influence of 

variation in stress triaxiality on damage procedure has been taken into account by 

performing in-situ tensile tests [11-14,16,18-19]; however, post-mortem analysis was 

performed on the basis of Solid Mechanics rather than Material Science, which may 

disregard the role of microstructure morphologies playing in damage development. 

With respect to titanium alloys, there have been several attempts in the literature 

to analyze the damage development with the help of X-ray tomography. However, 

Most of the attention was attracted on propagation of crack in fatigue test[20-27] 

rather than in uniaxial tensile test[18,19,28]. Thanks to diffraction and phase-contrast 

X-ray tomography, M. Herbig et al. [22]could analyze the local crack growth rate of 

short fatigue cracks and crystallographic orientation of fracture surface for β-21S 

titanium alloy in three dimensions. L.Lecarme et al [18] could reveal heterogeneous 

void growth of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy with the help of in-situ 3D X-ray 



tomography combining automatic cavity tracking.  

Recently, as microstructure morphology can play a significant role in damage 

development of Ti alloys, plenty of researchers focus on the damage behavior of Ti 

alloys with different microstructure morphologies, such as fully equiaxed [18, 

22,27-30] or bimodal morphologies[21,25]. But less attention was paid on damage 

development of Ti alloy with fully lamellar microstructure morphology[19,31,32]. 

C.S.Tan et al. have compared crack expanding path and fatigue life of TC21 titanium 

alloys with equiaxed microstructure and full lamellar microstructure[31]. Because of 

considerable discrepancy in α phase morphologies, they showed significant difference 

in void coalescence and micro-crack formation. Furthermore, the role of primary α 

phase played in crack initiation and propagation was indicated by analyzing the 

interaction between void development and α phase[32]. M. Pushkareva et al [19] have 

analyzed the void growth of pure titanium with lamellar microstructure during tensile 

deformation by in-situ X-ray tomography. Grain orientation can affect void growth 

stronger than intervoid spacing and material strength, which was evidenced by crystal 

plasticity simulating results [19].  

Whereas, there is still lack of sufficient work on damage behavior of Ti alloys 

with fully lamellar microstructure, especially for damage evolution during uniaxial 

tensile deformation. Therefore, in this current work, we have analyzed the voids 

coalescence and micro-crack growth of lamellar structured TA6V alloy. We were able 

to indicate the preferable nucleating site of voids by in situ 3D micro-tomography. 

Besides, during the growing procedure of voids/micro-crack, a ―bypassing‖ behavior 

was proposed in the damage analysis of Ti alloy and validated by the existence of 

―ligaments‖ between the two lips of the voids/micro-crack.  

 

2. Experiments 

A TA6V plate, with a dimension of 300mm×200mm×10mm, was prepared by 

casting. The chemical composition of as-received TA6V plate consists of 6.43Al, 



4.21V, 0.40Fe, 0.15Si, 0.10C, 0.05N,0.015H and bal. Ti(wt.%). The subsequent heat 

treatment parameters depend on the β-transus temperature, which is 995℃±5℃[1]. 

On the basis of indications from Ref.[1][33，34], heat treatment should be performed 

in (α+β) phase field in order to obtain fully lamellar structure. Thus, the TA6V plate 

was solution treated at 960
°
C for 1 hour followed by air cooling, and then aged at 

540
°
C for 8 hours to ensure the formation of fully lamellar microstructure and 

equilibrium distribution of α/β phase (See OM images in Fig.1).  

 

 

Fig.1. Microstructure morphology of TA6V alloys before deformation imaged by Optical 

Microscopy(OM);(a) low magnification,(b) high magnification (α phase in bright, and β phase in 

dark) 

 

Subsequently, TA6V specimens with a size of 35mm×10mm×10mm were cut 

from the plate for machining cylindrical pre-samples for in-situ tensile test. Notched 

axis symmetric samples were then manufactured from these cylinders. The geometry 

of the test samples is given in Fig. 2.  

(a) (b) 



 

Fig.2. Geometry of sample for in-situ tensile test in (a) and 3D view of the sample in (b) [12]. 

The local strain εlocal at each step was calculated as follows,  

0= ln
S

S


 
 
 

   (1) 

where S0 is the area of initial cross-section before deformation, and S is the solid area 

of minimal cross-section at each damage step，which means that in the measurement 

of S, the eventual area of the voids in the current section should be subtracted. The 

minimal cross-section S was also used to evaluate the true stress in this section,  

  
t r u e

F

S
   (2) 

where F is the measured force during the tensile test. The calculated results are 

presented in Fig.2(b).  

The damage evolution during in-situ tensile test was monitored by using a high 

resolution X-ray micro tomography equipment located at the European Synchrotron 

Radiation Facility(ESRF, ID19 beam line) in Grenoble, France. The samples were 

deformed by a dedicated tensile machine mounted on the rotation stage which can 

rotate at a constant speed during data acquisition[35,36]. The following experimental 

parameters were used in this study: a beam energy of 40 keV was used to acquire 

1200 radiographies from 0° to 180° for the tomographic reconstruction; and time for 

recording one radiography was set to 180ms. The acquisition time for one scan 

(including scanning data acquisition and saving on the hard disk) was below 10 min. 

More details concerning set-up of tomography and the dedicated in-situ tensile rig 

(a) (b) 



used in this study can be found elsewhere [11, 35-36]. Only central area in the 

minimum section of test samples was imaged, and the voxel size was 1.3×1.3×1.3 

μm
3
. The reconstruction of the volumes was achieved by using PyHST 

[http://ftp.esrf.fr/scisoft/PYHST2/], a dedicated Python software available at ESRF.  

Before the test, initial scan was performed to obtain the original state of the 

sample. Subsequently, several scans were performed until the sample fractured. 

Within the elastic deformation period, the loading rate was set to 5μm/s; when the 

sample started to yield, the loading rate was decreased to 0.1μm /s in order to obtain 

more scans during the deformation. During the tomographic scan, loading was 

stopped but not released; and the sample was maintained at a fixed position. In 

Ref.[13,15], it was proved that the step-by-step procedure implemented in this work 

could give quantitative results similar to the results obtained by continuous loading 

procedure. 

The post treatment and 3D rendering work was managed by using open source 

image analysis software, Image J[37] with plugin 3D viewer[38]. In the image 

processing procedure, one java script macro that attached to Image J was written to 

carry out the reconstruction operations (including creating image stacks, thresholding 

the stack to obtain a binary image with matrix and voids, and visualizing the 

reconstructed volumes). It is worth to note that in order to focus on the voids/crack, 

the matrix of the material was set transparent. In other words, only the voids/crack are 

presented in the 3D reconstructed volume.  

Then, after tensile testing, the samples were embedded into epoxy matrix, 

followed by a standard metallographic polishing step, down to the central plane of the 

sample. In the final polishing step, a vibratory polisher with a mixed solution of OP-S 

and H2O2 was used for 2.5 hours in order to achieve a mirror finish. Subsequent 

etching processing was performed by Kroll’s reagent (1 ml HF+ 3ml HNO3+ 96ml 

water). The tensile axis was included in the so obtained polished section. The 

microstructure morphology, as well as the voids, was observed by using Zeiss Supra 

55VP scanning electron microscope (SEM). 



3. Results and Discussion 

As shown by load/displacement curve recorded during the test (see Fig.3(a) ), 8 

scans(excluding the initial scan before deformation)  with different plastic strain 

were acquired during the plastic deformation(until the sample failed). The true stress 

and local true strain of these different step are marked by red points in Fig.3(b). As 

shown in Fig.3(a), the first scan (step 1) was performed at around the yielding point; 

and the final scan(step 8) was finished just before fracture. From Fig.3, it can be 

rational deducted that no obvious work hardening could occur during the plastic 

deformation.  

Fig.3. Load-displacement curve in (a) and true Stress-Local Strain scatter diagram for scanning 

area in (b). 

 

Fig.4 depicts reconstructed tomographic slices which were extracted from the 

tomographic 3D block at tensile state of just yielding (Step 1), intermediate 

deformation (Step 5), and just before fracture (Step 8), respectively. These slices are 

oriented parallel to the tensile direction, which is vertical in these grey level images. 

In addition, void(dark part inside the sample) exists near the center of the sample, 

which means that stress concentrates in the center of the sample. 

 

(a) (b) 



 

Fig.4. The reconstructed tomographic slices parallel to the tensile axis at step 1, 5 and 8. 

 

 

Fig. 5 shows the typical evolution of a reconstructed 3D image of the sample. In 

order to focus on the voids/crack, the matrix of materials was set transparent for this 

3D rendering. The voids and micro-crack are set as a fully opaque yellow surface. 

These 3D sub-regions were extracted from the tomographic work at different tensile 

steps. The vertical direction of the sections is parallel to the tensile axis. Voids, in the 

form of micro-cracks, can be observed at just beginning of plastic deformation (Fig. 

5(a) ). The micro-cracks coalesce to form larger cracks near the center of the sample, 

as shown in Fig.5 (b) and (c). These larger cracks seem to be inclined when 

comparing with the tensile axis. 

 

 

Fig.5. Volume rendering of voids/micro-cracks in (a) Step1, (b) Step7 and (c) Step8.. The 

dimension of the reconstructed block is 585×585×650 μm
3
. For interpretation of the references 

to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. 

 

Fig.5 shows the profile evolution of one particularly targeted void (yellow part in 

the image, named void A) in different deformation steps, which has the largest volume 

and leads to final rupture. This image was obtained by cropping the reconstructed 

(b) (a) (c) 

(a) (b) (c) 



volumes in order to focus on the details. Note that the perspective view makes the 

insertion of a scale bar inappropriate; but the dimension of the X dimension of the box 

is given in each figure. The void A initiated just after yielding(Step 1), which has a 

―shuttle-like‖ morphology with some ledges located at the edge(Fig. 5(a) ).Before the 

occurrence of void coalescence(Step 5), it is considered as a tiny, and its evolution 

with increasing plastic strain is visible in Steps 2 and 3 (Fig.6(b)-(c) ). The void A 

gradually develops into a larger micro-crack with further deformation. As seen from 

Fig. 6(d)-(f), void A and two other voids coalesced to form a coherent main 

crack(marked as M crack in this work),leading to final fracture.  

It is worth noticing in Fig.6(a) that some ―holes‖ (matrix ligaments) are visible 

inside the tiny crack (void A), as selected by blue circles. As the matrix of material is 

transparent, such ―holes‖ in void A could be referred to the fact that the solid titanium 

could still exist in some local parts. In other words, these ―holes‖ actually represent 

―ligaments‖ of solid Ti alloy during void evolution (For interpretation of the 

relationship between the tiny crack (void A) and ―holes‖ (ligaments), more details can 

be found in the appendix of this article. ). It is also interesting to note that same 

phenomenon can also be visible in other steps of damage evolution. Even after 

coalescence, the ―ligaments” still exist in some parts of M crack. 



 

 

Fig.6. Volume rendering of a targeted void in different damage steps; before coalescence in (a) 

Step1,(b) Step2,(c) Step3; after coalescence (treated as M crack) in (d) Step5, (e) Step 6, (f) Step7. 

The solid material was set as transparent matrix in order that yellow part can reflect the aspect of 

voids/crack; blue circles marked the ―holes‖ (ligaments) observed within Void A and M crack.  

To deepen the investigation of damage behavior, one region below the fracture 

surface was selected for SEM observation (see Fig.7). It can be noticed that the 

sample still keeps a fully lamellar structure with the thickness of α laths in the range 

of 2~4 μm, although this local region may experience severe plastic deformation. 

From Fig.7(a), it can be seen that the junctions between two or three colonies are 

more prone to be nucleating sites for voids. Fig.7(b)&(c) present the micro-voids 

indicated in Fig.7(a) in a higher magnification. The size of these voids is about 1μm, 

which is smaller than the thickness of α lath (2~4μm). Due to stress concentration, 

voids tend to initiate at boundaries or junction of the colonies. Moreover, as shown in 

Fig.7(d),which was the selected zone marked by red rectangle, voids tend to grow 

along the boundaries between two adjacent colonies(pointed out by black arrows).  

As indicated by Ref.[1,2], for Ti alloy with fully lamellar microstructure morphology, 

(f) (e) (d) 

(a) (b) (c) 



within one α colony, all the α laths tend to be parallel to each other and exhibit almost 

the same crystallographic orientation. In other words, neighboring colonies may have 

distinct misorientation, which may promote the nucleation of voids at the boundaries 

and the junctions. The growing path of the voids may follow the boundaries of this 

neighboring α colonies (see Fig.7(d) ).

 

Fig.7. (a) microstructure morphology and voids distribution for the region in central plane of in 

situ tensile sample; (b)(c) shows aspect of micro-voids selecting in (a); (d)high magnification of 

selecting zone in(a), The tensile direction is parallel to horizontal. 

 

According to the knowledge about failure of metallic materials under monotonic 

loadings, commonly, coalescence was assumed to occur when the materials ligament 

between the neighboring voids was exhausted [39-41], so that the neighboring voids 

can merge. In this current work, neighboring voids can contact each other; however, 

the material ligaments between these voids may still exist in some local regions (see 

the ―holes‖ marked by blue circles in Fig.6). These ―ligaments‖ inside the void A or 

(b) 

(d) 

(a) 

(c) 



M crack can be observed in each step of damage evolution, even in the period of main 

crack(M Crack) nucleation and propagation (Fig.6(d)-(f) ). It is then certainly an 

important feature of void/crack propagation. 

Besides, Fig.6 also depicts that the position and number of ―ligaments‖ may vary 

in each step of damage development. Within one step of damage evolution, former 

―ligaments‖ may annihilate and new ones may form (See Fig.6(a),(b)and (c) ). This 

phenomenon was previously reported in metal matrix composites or hard precipitates 

inserted in soft matrix [42-46]. The region where solid material still exists in the void 

or micro-crack, was reflected in terms of vacancy loops at the interface between 

soft-hard phases. 

As presented in Fig.6, the appearance and disappearance of ―ligaments‖ (marked 

by blue circles) could verify this propagating procedure of voids for TA6V alloy. 

While in this current work, no hard particles or precipitations can be found. Thus, 

probably other features could play a role as ―hard particles‖ or ―hard precipitations‖ 

during damage evolution. From Fig.7(d), it can be seen that in the growing path of 

voids, microstructure distortion could be found, which may result from heterogeneous 

deformation and lead to stress concentration. In addition, one colony, which exhibit 

distinct misorientations with its neighbors, inserts in the growing path of voids. Voids 

may bifurcate when meeting this inserting colony. Therefore, this colony and 

microstructure distorting zone may be considered as ―hard particles‖ in this work.  

Fig.8 gives another evidence to demonstrate this ―bypassing‖ procedure. As 

shown in Fig.8, the initiation of micro-crack could result from the coalescence of two 

void sites (marked VS1 and VS2), which may nucleate at the boundary of colonies 

AC1 and AC2, and the junction of AC3 and AC4, respectively. Because of distinct 

misorientation with neighbor colonies and microstructure distortion, colony 

AC3(treated as inserting colony) and local distorting zone could be treated as ―hard‖ 

obstacles, in which the ―bypassing‖ procedure may occur(just broken ligaments can 

be seen in the region, indicated by green rectangle). 



 

Fig.8. micro-crack propagation in terms of ―bypassing‖ procedure revealed by SEM 

 

4. Conclusions 

In summary, micro-crack initiation and growth in the TA6V alloy with lamellar 

microstructure during tensile deformation was tracked and analyzed based on X-ray 

tomography and post mortem SEM. It shows that the junctions α colonies are the 

preferential sites for nucleation of tiny micro-cracks. The boundaries of respecting α 

colonies might be the potential path for propagation.  

During growth of micro-crack, ligaments of unbroken Ti material can be noticed. 

It is certainly an important characteristic of crack propagation for Ti alloy. The grown 

micro-cracks can be treated as ―bridges‖ at the edge by such ligaments. We suggest 

microstructure distorting zone or ―inserting colony‖ could act as ―hard‖ obstacles to 

inhibit the advance of crack in the growing path. Then the void could bypass such 

―hard‖ obstacle to contact its neighboring void instead of fracturing it, symbolized by 

the appearance of ligaments in 3D reconstructed volume. Finally, the hard obstacle 

fractured to form micro-crack completely, and the micro-crack could continue to 

propagate along the former growing direction. 
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Appendix A: The interpretation of relationship between the tiny 

crack(void A) and the “holes”(ligaments) on this crack, taking step 2 

as an example.   

 

The ―holes‖ in the crack(void A) was used to verify the existence of material 

ligaments during the propagation of crack. Furthermore, these ―holes‖ could be 

treated as evidence to prove that damage could evolve in approach of ―bypassing & 

fracture‖. In order to describe the relationship between the crack (void A) and 

―holes‖(ligament), the 3D bloc of step 2 was selected as a classical example to present 

the Void A and ―holes‖(See Fig.A1 ). 

As shown in Fig. A1(a), one crack(void A) can be observed within the solid 

material which was set as transparent matrix. One block was created by yellow cube, 



including void A and the solid material around it.  In Fig.A1 (b), the solid material 

was set as dark matrix, while void A as bright part. It can be clearly seen that some 

black ―holes‖ (indicated by blue arrows) exist in the bright part (void A), which 

means TA6V material ligaments exist in this local region (black ―holes‖ positions).  

 

Fig.A1. 3D views of volume obtained by tomography: (a) whole sample in Step 2, (b) selected 

cube block in (a). The perspective view makes the insertion of a scale bar inappropriate. The 

dimension of the reconstructed block is 585×585×650 μm
3
 in (a)  

and in (b) 156×126×222 μm
3
. 

 

 

Furthermore, in other steps of the damage procedure, ―holes‖ (material ligaments) can 

also be found in the void or main crack (see Fig.6, marked by blue circles) but with 

different numbers and the positions; in other words, materials ligaments can exist in 

all the steps of damage development.  
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